
Past Future Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

And she ______________________ too much.1. (not/pay)would not be paying

____________________________________ now, in this sudden
recrudescence of an old tragedy-what would he say to this menace against
her to whom he had taken such a fancy in the last weeks of his life?

2.

(what/his father/advise/?)

What would his father be advising

And if she wanted something of him, things _________________ wrong
again down there!
3.

(go)
would be going

Were it, you _______________________ after a bubble, at the expence of
my peace of mind.
4.

(not/run)
would not be running

He put it to me that in helping him to those very words I
________________ three great countries as well as mankind.
5.

(help)'d be helping

She knew that at least her mother ________________________ idle.6.
(not/stand)

would not be standing

And she ____________________ which is the essence of woman's visible,
tangible power.
7.

(endure)
would be enduring

If ever I was to get married, it's the marrow of you I ___________________
for a mother to my sons.
8.

(seek)
would be seeking

I replied that if it was not I ________________________ it.9. (not/carry)would not be carrying

If he continued much longer he ____________________ on his hands
and knees.
10.

(crawl)
would be crawling

The others ___________________ for them.11. (look)would be looking

And when, ___________________________ him again?12.
(when/she/see/?)

when would she be seeing

The younger one came to be certain that the older one
__________________________ in living.
13.

(not/succeed)would not be succeeding
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They _______________________ such a game unless they were a
reckless lot.
14.

(not/play)
would not be playing

The boys ____________________ at you.15. (laugh)would be laughing

At first, of course, I thought of Charley; but on second thought I knew
Charley ___________________ out as he rowed along.
16.

(call)would be calling

He __________________ her to marry a man double her age, of no
position but that which he had carved for himself, and without a rap.
17.

(ask)
would be asking

___________________________ the coat on my back, and the roof over
my head?
18.

(where/I/get/?)
Where would I be getting

I owe a hundred dollars, and I ____________________ it if you hadn't
saved my life.
19.

(not/owe)
wouldn't be owing

The thought that she _________________ miserable, crying, perhaps,
beset him so that he went out into the passage and tapped on her door.
20.

(lie)
would be lying
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